T-harness

Please remember to check Lead Times on product description before placing an order. Signed
in as:. Sign out. A: The main difference between both harnesses is their function. The T-harness
is designed for customers who are installing channel amplifiers and are planning on pulling
their own speaker wires to each of the speakers in the vehicle. The OEM Loopback harness is
designed for a simple installation of multiple amps, normally the use of channels. The loop back
provides signal from the vehicle to the amp and then return the amplified signal to the factory
speaker locations via the factory wires. A: The benefits are simple, time is money but money is
not always time. Not just do you save on the installation time but you also save on research and
tools. Installing our harnesses means no hunting down that one blue wire in a sea of blue wires
or removing panels that don't need to be removed. It also means no pulling speaker wires in
door boots that are water tight. As cars get smarter doors get more electronics and water
getting in the door is not an option. A: Great question glad you asked. A channel is referring to
a speaker in the vehicle. In most cases this speaker are set to play mid-range frequency's. With
our harnesses you don't have to worry we do the research then some testing followed by some
testing but not by us by our team of Customer testers they then get back to us on what needs to
change or be added we then add then to the store. The T-harness is normally used for adding
Subwoofers, so a 2 channel LOC is ideal for this application, but why? Well because a Mono or
class D amplifier only requires 2 channels of signal. What is really important is whether or not
the LOC or DSP that you have or want to use can handle the power that comes from your
vehicles signal source! Always use equipment that meets or surpasses the voltage needs of
your vehicle. A simple rule is how many speakers do you want, how are you planing to wire
them and how many channels will you require. Then find your amp, and if needed, an LOC that
matches the amps required inputs. A: Our Product are unique in many forms and with each
come its own perks. In the box will come everything you purchased and depending on the
location of your connection we include some hardware and tools. If the location is known for
panel clips that break we will include this too. All OEM Loops that are purchased with no unit
will come with a remote on trigger wire. All T-harnesses that are purchased without an LOC do
not get a remote on wire. Text C - All Rights Reserved. Due to the high amount of orders, lead
times have been extended. We are short staffed and are trying to get orders out in a timely
manner. Please verify the lead time on the product description before placing your order.
Shipping questions will be answered but are not a priority. This website uses cookies. By
continuing to use this site, you accept our use of cookies. Home Contact Us Store. Signed in as:
filler godaddy. Q: What is the main difference between the 2? Q: What is a Channel and how are
they important? Q: How does one benefit me over the other? Q: What unit works best with each
harness? Q:What comes with my harness? Contact Us Store Our Policy. Cookie Policy This
website uses cookies. The specific harness required for your vehicle depends on which port
connection your vehicle has. Follow the instructions in this video to ensure your fleet
management device has been properly installed. If you are unsure about the connector your
vehicle has or what harness you need, please contact GPS Tracking America for further
assistance. If we ever [have] any questions or concerns, you always [make] yourself available to
help us We appreciate your follow up We are pleased with your customer service and would be
happy to refer you to anyone who is looking to purchase a GPS tracking system The system is
Thanks to the reports that you set up for me, I am always connected and can get updates
Working with you [is] always a pleasure for many reasons - not least of which is your
accessibility and prompt turnaround time. The tracking system has worked very well from day
one, providing us with timely data and useful features to run our business Also, your The
system paid for its monthly fee on the very first day! Thank you for always responding quickly
to all my phone calls. We ship worldwide. We are operating at full capacity with remote staffing
and have inventory to fulfill orders. We will also be maintaining our regular business hours and
servicing our phones and emails as per usual. This Multi-connector kit includes a T-harness and
twelve different mounting adapters for use in most light-duty and medium-duty international
vehicles. Purpose: Used to extend the placement of the Geotab GO tracking device. Required on
vehicles where the engine diagnostics port OBD II is located in an area that could cause the
Geotab GO tracking device to impede the driver. Allows for convert installation. Once installed,
the Geotab GO tracking device is not visible, out of sight and inaccessible to drivers and
thieves. Additional information Weight. Welcome to Weblink! New Releases. Required for use
with RS-CH4 firmware. More info. Can be used as standalone solution or in conjunction with
ADS modules. Web-programmable for multiple vehicle makes and models from to present.
Features a simple installation with most aftermarket remote car starter systems. Includes
custom key box for immobilizer bypass. Plugs directly into vehicle factory connectors with
little-to-no analog connections required. Compatible with select iDatastart, Firstech, Flashlogic,
Omegalink and Orbit branded remote start systems. Includes custom keybox for vehicles

requiring a key for immobilizer bypass. Includes XP-BM1 expansion module. Includes XP-BZ1
expansion module. Includes XP-BZ2 expansion module. Includes XP-BZ3 expansion module.
Includes XP-BZ4 expansion module. Compatible with iDatastart HCX control module. Connects
iDatalink modules to your PC for online firmware programming with Weblink. The Weblink
Mobile app is immediately available for download free of charge on Google Play. Compatible
with devices running Jelly Bean 4. The Weblink Mobile app is immediately available for
download free of charge on the Apple Store. DroneMobile gives you the ability to remote start,
lock, unlock and track your vehicle via your mobile smart phone. In addition to basic vehicle
control, the app offers expanded control over sliding doors, heated seats, vehicle security, and
much, much more. FT-D RF decoder is required and may be sold separately. For use when a
t-harness is not available for a vehicle-specific application. Automotive Data Solutions Inc. All
Makes. All Years. All models. All trims. Harness Identification and Application. Naming
Conventions. Harness Naming â€” Table of Definitions. Installation Note for All Harnesses.
European Heavy Goods Vehicle Harnesses. Special Order Harnesses. Installation Accessories.
Deutsch Connector Harnesses. Custom Harnesses. This document identifies all the harnesses
available in MyAdmin, and the harnesses available by special order. This document also
provides an overview of each harness:. In June , we updated the harness naming convention.
This section outlines the new naming convention and provides definitions for each character or
group of characters. Harnesses all start with an HRN prefix followed by 6-character names, as
defined below. Defines family of harnesses which can be common, manufacturer specific,
proprietary, etc. Number of pins used or specific connections connecting up to an asset.
Komatsu - specific , and Caterpillar-specific connectors. Region specific manufacturing, but no
functionality differences. The total harness length must not exceed 2 meters or 6. Purpose :
Used to extend the placement of the GO device. Purpose : Used to connect the GO device to an
OBD port that is covered by a panel â€” available in vehicles with low-profile connectors. It
allows the OBD connector to remain exposed and with the GO device installed under the
dashboard and out of sight. It is required for many European vehicles , some of which are in
North America. Mercedes-specific connector. Primarily for European markets. Allows the OBD
connector to remain exposed with the GO device installed under the dashboard and out of
sight. Special vehicle connector to receive engine data from Mitsubishi Fuso medium duty
vehicles. Requires connection to Fuso connector in addition to standard OBD port. Region
specific, but no functionality differences. Purpose : To move the GO device under the
dashboard and out of sight while leaving the Deutsch connector exposed. This harness is
different from a standard 9-pin Deutsch connector harness because it uses a threaded
connector. The threaded connector is becoming more common within the heavy-duty market.
Description : 9-pin straight harness for North American heavy-duty Deutsch connector
installations. Purpose : Straight harness used to move the GO device out of the way of the
driver. Description : 9-pin heavy-duty T-Harness for installations where the Deutsch connector
needs to remain available for other applications. This harness has a standard 9-pin Deutsch
connector. Description: 6-pin straight harness for North American heavy-duty Deutsch
connector installations. This harness has a standard 6-pin Deutsch connector and does NOT
leave the Deutsch connector exposed. Description: 6-pin heavy-duty T-Harness for installations
where the Deutsch connector needs to remain available for other applications. This harness has
a standard 6-pin Deutsch connector. Verify that the vehicle does not use a standard 9-pin
connector. Length : 30 cm. Documentation: Support Document goo. Purpose : Used to extend
the location of the GO device. This harness is built to IP67 standards for protection against dust
and water. Required on vehicles where the 9-pin diagnostic port is located in an area where it is
exposed to the elements. Eliminates the need to know vehicle information in advance. Required
on vehicles where the 9-pin diagnostic port is located in an area that may cause the GO device
to impede the driver. Also required for vehicles where the recess of the 9-pin diagnostic port
location prevents the GO device from connecting properly. Required for GO7 and GO8 devices
only. Molex connectors for 2 OBD and one J connection points. Purpose : For custom installs
that require multiple connection points to access engine data and engine protocols.
Description: 8-wire pigtail adapter for vehicles with connectors that are not supported on any
other harness. Description: Custom 8-wire harness kit for vehicles with no supported
connectors. The custom kit contains the harness and a fuse kit. Purpose : An adapter to remove
the power transient from a vehicle interface protocol. Description: Custom harness kit for Mack
vehicles, or older, in North America. This is used for any vehicles with an RP diagnostic
connection. Purpose : Used for installation in vehicles or assets where no engine data is
available. Length : 90 cm. Geared towards adverse weather conditions, does not leave
connector exposed. The gray connector is weather resistant. Purpose : Used for installation in
vehicles or assets where auxiliary is needed. Length : 10 0 cm. The kit contains the harness and

a fuse kit. Required for ground service equipment. Length : cm. Description: Tri-pin connector
harness for vehicles without diagnostic ports off-road vehicles only. Length : 20 cm. Driver ID
keys drive a relay. Connects to the FMS connector primarily for European heavy-duty vehicles.
Purpose : Straight harness used to connect directly to the dedicated Telematics port common
on European vehicles. Description: Mercedes diagnostic connector. Purpose : To move the GO
device under the dashboard and out of sight. Like all harnesses, the HRN-EA16S1 provides
power and engine data for specific vehicles that require this type of connector. The following
harnesses are only available by special order. Long lead times may exist. Contact your account
Manager to determine prices, lead times, and to ensure it is the required harness. No longer
used for Valor implementations. Not available in MyAdmin. Purpose : Harness used in custom
situations. Please discuss with Geotab Support, or your Account Manager to determine if
harness is appropriate. Description : Custom order third-party device harness. The following
items are commonly ordered with harnesses to properly secure the GO devices in the vehicle.
For installation purposes, the package includes 2 zip seals, 2 screws, and double-sided tape for
the bracket. Purpose : Provides installers with mounting material to ease GO device installation.
Installing the mounting bracket: Use the screws or double- sided tape to affix the bracket to the
vehicle. Place the GO device in the bracket as shown in the image. For installation purposes,
the package includes 2 screws and double-sided tape for the bracket. Installing the mounting
bracket: Use the screws or double-sided tape to affix the bracket to the vehicle. TM denotes a
trademark of Geotab Inc. Skip to main content Harness identification and application. Harness
Type i. Length of harness betwe
supermotorsorg
bmw x5 ride height sensor
ford f150 engine coolant temperature sensor
en the vehicle connector and GO device. Harness Sub-Type for different variants of the same
harness. Auxiliary connector. DAF-specific connector. ODB-type connectors. Kit contains more
than one part. Custom harness. Delphi-specific connector. Numeric code for harness updates.
Deutsch connectors. Straight harnesses. European Imported Heavy Goods vehicle style
connectors. Connects up to two or more different connectors. Hino-specific connector. Dual
protocol, extension harness. Isuzu-specific connector. Mack Truck specific connectors. Multiple
connectors. Sprinter PSM connectors. Threaded type 9-pin Deutsch connector. Delphi Molex
Connectors. Tesla-specific connector. Rugged CAT Connectors. Fuso-specific connector.
Iveco-specific connector. Harness with exposed wires. TUG-specific connector. Further
Information Documentation: Support Document goo. Further Information Length : Length :
Further Information Purpose : Provides installers with mounting material to ease GO device
installation.

